ABOUT SHAWNA
Controversy in urban music is undoubtedly the fastest route to
fame. Tight beats, crafted chords, intermix with lyrics that glamourize felonious experiences of inner-city youth simultaneously
creating audiences with fleshly appetites for urban culture. In this
space, artists are born and fans are made.
Shawna Cain is no exception to the experiences that shape artists’
highs and lows. Self-proclaimed as a ‘functioning addict’ gripped
by alcohol and marijuana, her story begins on the rims of depression and grief. Alongside a midst of memorial ceremonies for an
uncle who’s tragic death left a lingering pain in her family, the
singer/songwriter grew up with the results left behind by violence
Fortunately, for the artist-in-bloom, surrounded by a genetic love for music Shawna had good ground and support
to grow as an artist. With a father who already knew the streets to musical success through artist management,
leading his team to a prestigious Juno and acclaimed Much Music Award, Shawna is ready to take her piece of the
family pie.
With musical candidacy and the fresh flow of your tightest emcee, Shawna could lyricize the reality of her secular
life on track, but instead rather use her musical masters to attune to a higher calling. One that looks back on her
tumultuous past and intersects it with faith-based messages that are on-trend and on-point with popular culture.
As she gears up to release her debut EP – The Way on all streaming platforms, Summer 2020, songs like I am a
Spirit and None Like You are ripe for Hip Hop and R&B circles and would make a seamless blend on curated playlists that have inspired celebrities like Tiffany Haddish to keep a keen eye on the budding artist.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE SHAWNA CAIN PROJECT FOLLOW HER ON
INSTAGRAM @IAMSHAWNACAIN AND REACH OUT ON HER WEBSITE SHAWNACAIN.COM FOR
BOOKINGS, LATEST RELEASES AND MUCH MORE.

MUSICAL GENRE
MY MOST FREQUENT GENRES
Shawna writes original music that is infused with
R&B, trap, Jazz, hip hop, and reggae styles with a
gospel message. Her music is based on her personal faith journey, relationships and interactions
with people, lessons, and experiences experienced
throughout her life. Shawna Cain is driven by truth
and her main focus is to promote the call of action to; Renew The Mind. Her main objective is to;

Renew
the
Mind
@iamshawnacain

promote living in purpose and help people gain
strength to overcome challenges. She does this by
creating music that reveals a source which will aid
in refining the mental perspective.

The Future of My Music
Shawna Cain’s future goals includes her desire to continue branching out into different forms of outreach, be involved in the community, charities, foundations, and donations. Another future focus
for Shawna Cain is to create an abundance of positive music alongside other artists to engulf and
overtake the negative messages of violence in music and promote a positive perspective. Having
the platform to encourage young adults, especially young women to learn about themselves more,
teaching about health and wellness in life (spiritually, mentally, physically) and to create spaces in
different capacities for people to express themselves is another future goal for the artist. Her main
objective is to; promote living in purpose and help people gain strength to overcome challenges.
She does this by creating music that reveals a source which will aid in refining the mental perspective.
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